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THE SLICK & THE STICKY
Co-curated with Vanessa Place

June 25 - August 8, 2015 

Dora Budor / Antoine Catala / Alex Fleming / Andrea Fraser / Lisa Jarrett / Jacob Kassay / Mary Kelly / 
Sean Kennedy / Andrea Longacre-White / Park McArthur / Vanessa Place / Stephanie Taylor / Jeff Zilm

A group faces-off between inflection and infliction,1 attraction and its better partner, 
compulsion. This combination, dear, insists on equal parts friction and frictionless, 
and may be beautiful, but thick, or thick, so extra beautiful. This alteration in pitch, 
a change in base2 that marks the inflected gives light to the inflicted, a super-poetic punishment. 

“Poetry” is always dumb, something that smacks of ineffable beauty, just as “art”
fillips other fancies, glomming object onto language3 like silver on old silverware. 
What we want is better arm-candy, happier inconclusions, the slow flash of a nipple,4  
the rolling white cipher,5 the weep, not to put too fine a point on it, of your wound, not mine.

What we want is delay plus simultaneity, we want to be made to pay, to mourn past passwords6  
like teenage loves, to forget everything except when we want to cry.7 If it’s reality you’re after, 
make me a sandwich. Right. I’m not as stupid as I look,8 except when I’m all tied up; you know 
how it is, especially when you’re sick.

I’m not as sick as I look, despite this interest in “poetry,” and the handwritten red line.9 It’s a 
long, long sweep to make sense out of anything these days except your hair--it looks really 
good on--and off--you.10 Your skin is more skin-like,11 your flesh fairly sings of intention. You 
want to confess, I know, to something, anything, really, except for wanting. I’d like to be 
a waiter.

Fact is, divinity or liquidity, our little lies between. Remember that overt resistance may be futile, 
or sweetly more of the same. We can only remain between poles like another set of fridge 
magnets, pulling equally in opposite directions, our temptations, meaning yours, plural
and singular,12 braided matters of habit. Also facts.13  

Vanessa Place, co-curator

 1   Alex Fleming, Viral Burden
 2   Jacob Kassay, Untitled, Untitled
 3   Sean Kennedy, Untitled, Untitled, Untitled
 4   Mary Kelly, Flashing Nipple Remix (Study)
 5   Antoine Catala, Abracadabra series
 6   Jeff Zilm, Untitled, Untitled
 7   Andrea Fraser, Why Does Fred Sandback’s Work Make Me Cry?
 8   Stephanie Taylor, Alphabet Crates, formerly, I’m Not as Stupid As I Look Gin, ‘gumes and plums, 
    Broom and Rum
 9    Andrea Longacre-White, I Don’t Have [Woman Problems], Rope Burnt Hands and Body Drag
 10 Lisa Jarrett, How Many Licks? II (Conditioned #13,763)
 11 Dora Budor, The Architect, Loss at the Surface 2
 12 Park McArthur, These are the questions I would ask
 13 Vanessa Place, Audio Guide, Statement of Facts No. 20, No. 28, No. 30


